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Source Magazine research trip to find new photography for
future issues: Monday 25th November.

As part of research for future issues the editor of Source Magazine
will be organising meetings with individual photographers and artists
to find out about their new photographic work. The meetings are an
opportunity to directly introduce a new piece of work to one of the
editors. This is one way Source finds new work for publication in the
‘portfolio pages’ section of Source Magazine. 

What is Source Magazine
Source is a magazine for contemporary
photography distributed nationally and
internationally in print and as a digital
edition. More details and an archive of
back issues at www.source.ie

The Process 
We will be arranging a series of meetings
with photographers at Media Space at the
Science Museum after an initial pre-
selection process. It’s free at all stages but
unfortunately that also includes no fee for
publication.

If you are interested in attending you
should email a pdf with up to 8 images and
contained within it up to three paragraphs
of text that give a background to your new
work along with your name, contact phone
number and web address. Files must be no
more than 15mb. Emails should be sent to
john@source.ie with Media Space in the
subject line.

We will then look through all the
submissions and select eight
photographers to meet with, for half an
hour on the day, to discuss their project in
more detail. 

This work then feeds its way into more
general editorial discussions about what
we publish on the ‘portfolio pages’ in future
issues. We look at all the submissions so
even if we can’t meet you on the day it’s a
good way to introduce us to your work.

What are we looking for?
New previously unpublished bodies of
photographic work (unpublished can
include artist’s books in editions of less
than 200). The best way to get a flavor of
what we do is to look at the artist’s pages
on the archive section of our web site
www.source.ie

To give us focus Source on its portfolio
pages only publishes work made in the UK
or Ireland, or by photographers based in
the UK or Ireland.

Final submission deadline is 10th
November 5pm.
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